Structural identification of petroleum acids by conversion to hydrocarbons and multidimensional gas chromatography-mass spectrometry.
Identification of individual petroleum acids ("naphthenic" acids, NA) has proved challenging for decades, due to the extreme complexity of many petroleum acid mixtures. This has hindered detailed understanding of the role of NA in petroleum generation and oil production processes, refinery corrosion, as wood preservatives, and as environmental toxicants. Some recent advances have been made due to improved chromatographic separation of esters of the acids by multidimensional gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC × GC-MS), but relatively few reference spectra of esters are available for comparison. Here we report a complementary method based on a combination of a modified historical approach of converting NA to the corresponding hydrocarbons, followed by analysis by GC × GC-MS. Many published spectra exist for reference hydrocarbons making comparisons of reference spectra with those of the unknowns, much more feasible. As an example, we report identification of over 30 individual bicyclic naphthenic acids as the bicyclane hydrocarbons. These include both fused and bridged acids possessing methyl, dimethyl, and ethyl alkyl substituents as well as some terpenoid-derived acids. The study provides the most comprehensive analysis of one of the major classes of NA (the bicyclic acids) to date. There is now clear potential for this method to be used for the structural elucidation of other unknown acids (e.g., oil sands acids) and functionalized biomarkers in complex mixtures.